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Dear Colleagues,
It is our pleasure to invite you to join us at the 44th COSPAR Scientific Assembly (COSPAR Athens 2022). COSPAR Athens 2022 will be held on 16 - 24 July 2022 in beautiful
Athens, Greece!

The objectives of COSPAR Assemblies are "to promote on an international level scientific research in space, with emphasis on the exchange of results, information and
opinions and to provide a forum, open to all scientists, for the discussion of problems that may affect scientific space research". The Science Program Committee (SPC)
and the Local Organizing Committee (LOC) for COSPAR Athens remain dedicated to fulfilling these objectives and invite the world’s scientific community to participate and
submit abstracts to over 140 sessions proposed so far. There will certainly be no shortage of new scientific findings in the subject areas of COSPAR’s eight Commissions
and eleven Panels, so the 44th Scientific Assembly will be exciting and rewarding.

The COSPAR Athens will deliver an outstanding scientific program, meaningful networking opportunities, and memorable cultural experiences to upwards of 2,500
delegates from 60+ countries. We cordially invite industry, NGO’s, related associations, and other organizations to join us at the COSPAR 2022 Congress.

We look forward to welcoming you to Athens!
Sincerely,

Stamatios (Tom) Krimigis Manolis K. Georgoulis Lennard Fisk
Chair, SPC                                       Chair, LOC                                      President, COSPAR 
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M
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The mission of the COSPAR Athens 2022 is to deliver a COSPAR Scientific Assembly that reflects, serves and prolongs COSPAR’s prominence, leading role and
legacy.

COSPAR Athens 2022 provides every means necessary to support COSPAR’s mission to ‘assemble a worldwide community of scientists who are devoted to
international cooperation in space research’.

In particular, COSPAR Athens 2022 SPC and LOC are planning steps to:

• Increase the attractiveness of COSPAR Scientific Assemblies by streamlining the scientific program, providing opportunities for networking between
participants, encouraging and promoting participation, and creating an environment of unencumbered communication between space agencies, companies
and entities interested in space research and technology with the global space research community;

• Deliver an open forum of global scientific interaction and collaboration, free of any geopolitical impediments, tensions or differences;

• Create a safe, zero-tolerance environment against any discrimination or harassment,

• Enhance and facilitate the participation of younger Associates by organizing a range of actions oriented toward or focused on them, by allowing a lower
registration fee for students, by setting up a student and young associate meeting point during the Assembly, and by establishing a volunteer program for local
students to support, and benefit from, the organization; and

• Raise awareness within the Greek scientific community, among domestic entities with vested interests in space research and technology, and in the general
public on the importance of international collaboration in these subjects and the core benefits of openly accessible top-level science to society’s continuous
development and well-being

The COSPAR Athens 2022 organization subscribes to the generally accepted Code of Conduct and is committed to enforcing it during the Assembly

About COSPAR - Mission and Objectives

https://www.cosparathens2022.org/articlefiles/COSPAR_2022_Code_of_Conduct.pdf


FURTHERING RESEARCH & EXPLORATION
AND THE PEACEFUL USE OF OUTER SPACE
THROUGH INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

About COSPAR
About CO

SPAR



• NASA
• Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of 

Technology
• Lockheed Martin Space
• INAF - Italy
• CSIRO - Australia
• Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory 

Southwest Research Institute
• Indian Centre for Space Physics
• Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
• University of Michigan
• University of Sydney
• Defence Science and Technology Group Australia

CO
SPAR 2021 @

 a glance

Congress Statistics Year 2021

Sydney (Virtual Event)

2,000+ delegates

represented 60+ countries

>140 sessions

2,070 available videos

Top Attending Organizations

And many more...

COSPAR 2021 @ a glance
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Contact information Key Dates

+30 210 3668854, 855
info@cosparathens2022.org

Sissy Lygnou
CEO
Operations & Development, 
PCO Services

Kleopatra Giatsou 
Operations Manager
PCO Services

Eirini Katti
Project Manager

Chara Theodosi 
Suppliers Management 

Lamprini Nikolidaki 
Registration & 
Accommodation 

Martha Kornarou 
Scientific Management 

Eirini Menti 
Registration & 
Accommodation 

Kiki Diga 
Marketing - Promotion 

Foteini Christi 
Marketing - Promotion 

Grigoria Charitopoulou 
Sponsorships

Congress Dates: 16 - 24 July 2022

Early registration deadline: 29 April 2022

Abstract submission deadline: 11 February 2022

Key Contacts 

Key dates & Contact Information

tel:00302103668854
mailto:info@cosparathens2022.org


Destination Inform
ation

Follow us on social media

Welcome to Athens: a business and tourism hub

Athens is located in the Attica prefecture, specifically in the Attica basin,
framed by Mount Aegaleo, Mount Parnitha, Mount Penteli and Mount
Hymettus. Athens was founded more than 5,000 years ago and therefore is
the undisputed, most ancient capital in Europe.

Each year, all year round, an ever-increasing number of travelers choose
Athens for their leisure and travel activities.

 Athens offers a variety of things to see and do, most of the time under
favourable weather conditions;

 Athens is considered one of Europe’s safest capitals; its transportation
network is user-friendly;

 Athens is an ideal congress destination, combining state-of-the-art
infrastructure, excellent conference facilities and easy access from all
over the world with world-class cultural attractions, modern amenities,
diverse entertainment and natural beauty.

For more information about Athens and Greece,
we encourage you to visit the following links:

• https://www.thisisathens.org/acvb/
• https://www.discovergreece.com/el
• https://www.visitgreece.gr/
• https://greeking.me/

https://www.facebook.com/events/406455310469812/?acontext=%7B%22action_history%22%3A%5b%7B%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22page_admin_bar%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%22%7B%5C%22page_id%5C%22%3A237051376346834%7D%22%7D%2C%7B%22surface%22%3A%22events_admin_tool%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22events_admin_tool%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%22%5b%5d%22%7D%5d%2C%22has_source%22%3Atrue%7D
https://twitter.com/cospar_2022?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/events/cospar2022-44thscientificassemb6785182469445488640/
https://www.thisisathens.org/acvb/
https://www.discovergreece.com/el
https://www.visitgreece.gr/
https://greeking.me/


The Venues 

MEGARON ATHENS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE CENTRE 
(MAICC) 

The Megaron Athens International Conference Centre is one of the finest and most technologically
advanced conference venues in Europe. Situated in the city centre yet surrounded by its own
extensive landscaped gardens, Megaron offers a stunning environment, exceptional aesthetics,
cutting edge technology and unrivalled client service. Megaron Athens International Conference
Centre is a landmark in Athens and is situated in the centre of a vibrant, modern city that was
transformed to host the 2004 Olympic Games.

Both venues are:
• 5 min away from the city centre
• Few min walk from major hotels
• 45 min drive from the airport & 30 min by Metro 
• 2 min walk from the Metro station

DIVANI CARAVEL HOTEL 
(THE HEADQUARTERS HOTEL)

The Divani Caravel Hotel, member of the Leading Hotels of the World, enjoys a prime
location in the heart of the iconic city of Athens. Minutes away and practically in
walking distance from all major sightseeing points and museums, Divani Caravel Hotel
is the ideal place from where to start exploring the amazing city of Athens.
With its ideal location and the world-class amenities less than 30 minutes’ drive from
the Athens International airport, Divani Caravel combines hospitality, elegance, and
the latest in technological infrastructure, making it the perfect venue for all corporate
events.

The Venues 



W
hy attend?

TOP 6 REASONS TO ATTEND

LEARN THE LATEST 
IN 

SPACE EDUCATION

SHARE RESEARCH 
& 

CREATE 
KNOWLEDGE

OBSERVE THE STATE-
OF-THE-ART IN 

CONTEMPORARY 
SPACE SCIENCE 

NETWORK 
 IN A VIBRANT 
COMMUNITY 

WITNESS 
TEAMWORK 

ACHIEVEMENTS BY 
PROMINENT 

SPACE AGENCIES, 
TEAMS & GROUPS

MEET OLD FRIENDS 
AND MAKE NEW 

ONES IN 
MAGNIFICENT 

ATHENS
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COSPAR Scientific Commissions & Panels

Scientific Commission A: Ralph Kahn (USA)
Scientific Commission B: Maria-Teresa Capria (Italy)
Scientific Commission C: Andrew Yau (Canada)
Scientific Commission D: Nicole Vilmer (France)
Scientific Commission E: Tomaso Belloni (Italy)
Scientific Commission F: Tom K. Hei (USA)
Scientific Commission G: Marc Avila (Germany)
Scientific Commission H: Claus Laemmerzahl (Germany)

Technical Panel on Satellite Dynamics (PSD) Heike Peter (Germany)
Panel on Technical Problems Related to Scientific Ballooning (PSB) Tetsuya Yoshida (Japan)
Panel on Potentially Environmentally Detrimental Activities in Space (PEDAS) Carolin Frueh (USA)
Panel on Radiation Belt Environment Modeling (PRBEM) Yoshi Miyoshi (Japan)
Panel on Space Weather (PSW) Maria Kuznetsova (USA)
Panel on Planetary Protection (PPP) Athena Coustenis (France)
Panel on Capacity Building (PCB) Juan Carlos Gabriel (Spain)
Panel on Education (PE) Michel Boer (France)
Panel on Exploration (PEX) Frances Westall (France)
Panel on Interstellar Research (PIR) Ralph McNutt (USA)
Panel on Innovative Solutions (PoIS) Eric H. Smith (USA)
Panel on Social Sciences and Humanities (PSSH) Isabelle Sourbès-Verger (France) 

Commissions 

Panels 

https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-a-space-studies-of-the-earths-surface-meteorology-and-climate/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-b-space-studies-of-the-earth-moon-system-planets-and-small-bodies-of-the-solar-system/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-c-space-studies-of-the-upper-atmospheres-of-the-earth-and-planets-including-reference-atmosphere/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-d-space-plasmas-in-the-solar-systemincluding-planetary-magnetospheres/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-e-research-in-astrophysics-from-space/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-f-life-sciences-as-related-to-space/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-g-materials-sciences-in-space/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/scientific-commissions/scientific-commission-h-fundamental-physics-in-space/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/technical-panel-on-satellite-dynamics-psd/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-technical-problems-related-to-scientific-ballooning-psb/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-potentially-environmentally-detrimental-activities-in-space-pedas/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-radiation-belt-environment-modeling-prbem/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-space-weather-psw/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-planetary-protection-ppp/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-capacity-building-pcb/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-education-pe/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-exploration-pex/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-interstellar-research-pir/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-innovative-solutions-pois/
https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/panels/panel-on-social-sciences-and-humanities-pssh/


Plenary Lectures

COSPAR 
Interdisciplinary Lectures
Observing Black Holes
Sera Markoff, University of Amsterdam, Astronomical Institute "Anton Pannekoek," Amsterdam, Netherlands
Date and time: TBD

Environment Near the Sun: Advances, Challenges, and Prospects
Nour Raouafi, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab., Laurel, MD, USA
Date and time: TBD

The Smallsat Revolution
Amal Chandran, Nanyang Technological Univ., Singapore and Lab. for Environ. Physics, Univ. of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA
Date and time: TBD

Astrobiology: Challenges and Opportunities for Research in Earth and in Space
Petra Rettberg, DLR Institute of Aerospace Medicine Radiation, Biology Division, Cologne, Germany
Date and time: TBD

Planetary Atmospheric Evolution: Earth and its nearby Neighbors
Thérèse Encrenaz, Laboratoire d’études spatiales et d’instrumentation en astrophysique (LESIA), Observatoire de Paris, Meudon, France
Date and time: TBD

The Surface of Mars and its Habitability
Sanjeev Gupta, Dept. of Earth Sciences and Eng., Imperial College London, United Kingdom
Date and time: TBD

Atmospheres: Aerosols, Clouds, and Climate – The Details that Matter: Those We Know, and Those We Don’t
Athanasios Nenes, School of Arch., Civil & Environmental Eng., Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland
Date and time: TBD

PUBLIC 
LECTURE 

Catastrophic events that shaped
history in Eastern Mediterranean
(Santorini, Crete, tsunamis, etc)

Costas Synolakis, USC, Los Angeles, 
CA, USA & Academy of Athens, 
Greece

Date and time: 
Wednesday, 20 July, 19:30-21:00

Plenary Lectures 



Program
 at -a -glance



W
hy support?

Interact face to 
face with top 

professionals in 
space research

Give product 
and services 

demonstrations, 
expanding your 

prospect base and 
generating new 

sales leads

Build visibility for 
your company in a 

competitive 
marketplace

Maximize your 
exposure within 
the scientific and 

technology 
communities

Target new 
customers and 
rebuild existing 

relationships

Increase 
awareness and 
recognition of 

your brand

Target and interact 
with highly 

influential decision 
makers and 

opinion leaders

Increase 
awareness and 
recognition of 

your brand

Why attend as a Sponsor and/or Exhibitor
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Social 
Events

Education & 
Learning

Congress 
Material

New Technologies 
Digital 

Transformation

Other Sponsors’ 
Opportunities

Virtual Sponsors’ 
& Exhibitors’ 

Opportunities

Sponsorship & Exhibition Opportunities

Opportunities can be found in the following categories - Click on each for details: 



Sponsorship Levels &
 

Additional Benefits 
Sponsorship Levels & Additional Benefits

Anchor Sponsor*

Gold Sponsors 85.000 € - 120.000 €

Silver Sponsors 50.000 € - 84.999 €

Bronze Sponsors 20.000 € - 49.999 €

Reach the sponsorship level you desire by selecting a combination of sponsorship
activities that fits the promotional needs of your company.

The available Sponsorship Activities described in this Sponsorship Booklet are
designed to ensure an excellent promotion opportunity for your company.

For any questions you may have regarding the promotional activities available,
please contact Ms. Grigoria Charitopoulou:
info@cosparathens2022.org // tel. +30 2103668855

Reaching a sponsorship level will unlock additional benefits for your company

Additional Benefits 
Anchor 
Sponsor

Gold 
Sponsors

Silver 
Sponsors

Bronze 
Sponsors

Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsor’s section of the final programme √ √ √ √
Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on Sponsors’ banner on-site √ √ √ √
Sponsor’s logo will be displayed in informational newsletters & in the Assembly
website (upon OC’s approval)

√ √ √ √

1 free Premium Page position advertisement in the final programme √
1 free Inner Page advertisement in the final programme √
Sponsor’s logo will be displayed during the breaks of the event in the break slide √ √ √ √
Priority in choosing exhibition booth √ √
Insert of advertising leaflet in the symposium bag 2 1
Full complimentary Assembly Registrations 8 6 3 2
Link from Assembly website to your company’s website √ √ √ √

The Anchor Sponsor will be assigned upon negotiation and additional benefits may be discussed according to overall contribution 

mailto:info@cosparathens2022.org


Get in Touch

Special Requests

We are aware that the sponsorship of any of the above items may not suit your current marketing aims. If this is the case, we will be happy to present you with alternative
offers which might be more suitable to your needs. Please feel free to contact our exhibition coordinator to discuss your needs info@cosparathens2022.org

39-41 Lykavittou str. 106 72, Athens - Greece
T: +30 2103668800 | +30 210 3668855
PCO Representative : Grigoria Charitopoulou
info@cosparathens2022.org

www.afea.gr | www.afealuxurytravel.com / facebook / twitter / linkedin / instagram

COSPAR 2022 LOC/Assembly On-site Secretariat and Professional Congress Organizer

Get in Touch 

mailto:info@cosparathens2022.org
mailto:info@cosparathens2022.org
http://www.afea.gr/
http://www.afealuxurytravel.com/
https://www.facebook.com/AFEA-Travel-Congress-Services-237051376346834/
https://twitter.com/AFEAevents
https://www.linkedin.com/company/afea-travel-and-congress-services
https://www.instagram.com/afeameetings/?hl=en


See you in Athens on 16-24 July 2022!



Social Events

Opening Reception 
(Exclusive) 

The Opening Reception will take place at The Megaron Athens International Conference Centre (main venue) on Monday, 18 July 2022. It will be the official opening of the 
Assembly and will provide delegates with the opportunity to mix and mingle.

As the exclusive sponsor of the Opening Reception, you will:

Have your logo prominently displayed at the Opening Reception venue
Be acknowledged with your logo in the Assembly Program Book
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage 

Cost: 50.000€ (cheese & wine for up to 2.000 in-person participants)

COSPAR Evening For All 
(Exclusive) 

The COSPAR Evening for All will take place on Thursday, 21 July 2022 and it will provide delegates with the opportunity to casually and socially mingle. 

As the exclusive sponsor of the COSPAR Evening for All, you will:

Have your logo prominently displayed at COSPAR Evening for All venue
Be acknowledged with your logo in the Assembly Program Book 
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 80.000€ (for up to 2.000 in-person participants)

Opening Reception 
(Exclusive) 

COSPAR Evening for All 
(Exclusive) 

Social Events 



Social Events

Coffee breaks 

Each day, the organizers will provide coffee during the scheduled coffee breaks free of charge to all the attendees. 

As the sponsor of one of the Coffee Breaks, you will:

Have your logo on beverage stations during the sponsored Coffee Break(s)
Be acknowledged with your logo in the Assembly Program Book as the Sponsor of the selected Coffee Break(s)
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 10.000€ (per coffee break)

COSPAR Council & Bureau Dinner 
(Exclusive - Closed Event)

The COSPAR Council and Bureau Dinner with approximately 100-150 guests will take place on Saturday,  23 July 2022 to seal the closing of the Scientific Assembly. The Council is 
COSPAR’s highest body and is comprised of the Committee’s President, Representatives of Member National Scientific Institutions and International Scientific Unions,  the Chairs 
of COSPAR Scientific Commissions and the Chair of the Finance Committee. The Council convenes at each Scientific Assembly. The Council & Bureau Dinner provides a great 
opportunity for the Council and Bureau members to  reflect on the Assembly and prepare for the Council meeting taking place on the next day.

As the exclusive sponsor of the COSPAR Council & Bureau Dinner, you will: 

Have the opportunity to display promotional materials during the Council & Bureau Dinner (upon OC’s prior arrangement and approval) 
Have a representative present at the Council & Bureau Dinner
Be acknowledged with your logo in the Assembly Program Book and on the website as the Sponsor of the Council & Bureau Dinner
Be acknowledged with your logo on the menu cards for the Council & Bureau Dinner 

Cost: 20.000 € (for up to 150 persons) 

Coffee Breaks 

COSPAR Council and Bureau Dinner 
(Exclusive - Closed Event) 

Social Events 



Education &
 Learning 

Public Lecture (Exclusive)  DRAFT PAGE 

A public lecture is scheduled for Wednesday,  20 July 2022. The lecture will be open to all Athens COSPAR 2022 delegates.

As the exclusive sponsor of the Public Lecture, you will:

Be acknowledged as the sponsor of the public lecture with your company logo on all signage related to the  public lecture
Be acknowledged with your company logo as the Sponsor of the Public Lecture on the congress website and in the Assembly Program Book
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 40.000€

Public Lecture (exclusive)  

Poster Sessions (4 Available)
All abstracts accepted for poster presentation will be displayed on poster boards in the Poster Area located in the main venue (MAICC). 
Presenters  will be standing by their posters during the dedicated evening poster sessions to discuss their research with  delegates.

As the sponsor of one of the Poster Sessions, you will:

Be promoted at 2 roll-up banners on the day of your selected Poster Session with your branding 
(the sponsor is responsible for the production and shipping of the banners) 
Be acknowledged with your logo in the Assembly Program Book as the Sponsor of the selected Poster Session
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 10.000€ (per Poster Session) 

Education & Learning 



Education &
 Learning 

Each COSPAR Commission will host a business meeting during the Scientific Assembly to discuss recent developments and future planning. Each Commission Business Meeting 
lasts 90 minutes and is open to all  delegates. Sponsors can choose which Commission they want to sponsor on a first-come-first-serve basis.

Scientific Commissions

A: Space Studies of the Earth's Surface, Meteorology, and Climate 

B: Space Studies of the Earth-Moon System, Planets, and Small Bodies of the Solar System

C: Space Studies of the Upper Atmospheres of the Earth and Planets Including Reference Atmosphere

D: Space Plasmas in the Solar System, Including Planetary Magnetospheres

E: Research in Astrophysics from Space

F: Life Sciences as Related to Space

G: Materials Sciences in Space

H: Fundamental Physics in Space

As the exclusive sponsor of one of the Scientific Commission Business Meetings, you will:

Have your logo on the screen in the meeting room acknowledging you as the Sponsor of the Scientific Commission Business Meeting
Be acknowledged with your logo in the Assembly Program Book and on the website as the Sponsor of the Scientific Commission Business Meeting
Be allowed to provide promotional materials to be displayed during the Scientific Commission Business Meeting (upon OC’s prior arrangement and approval) 
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 5.000€/per Scientific Commission Business Meeting

COSPAR Scientific Commission Business Meeting (8 available)

Education & Learning 



Education &
 Learning 

Each COSPAR Panel will host a business meeting during the Scientific Assembly to discuss recent developments and future planning.
COSPAR Panel Business Meetings are smaller Business meetings during the Scientific Assembly which are open  to all delegates.

Sponsors will be able choose which Panel Business Meeting they want to sponsor on a first-come-first-serve basis.

• Technical Panel on Satellite Dynamics (PSD)
• Panel on Technical Problems Related to Scientific Ballooning (PSB)
• Panel on Potentially Environmentally Detrimental Activities in Space (PEDAS)
• Panel on Radiation Belt Environment Modeling (PRBEM)
• Panel on Space Weather (PSW)
• Panel on Planetary Protection (PPP)
• Panel on Capacity Building (PCB)
• Panel on Education (PE)
• Panel on Exploration (PEX)
• Panel on Interstellar Research (PIR)
• Panel on Innovative Solutions (PoIS)
• Panel on Social Sciences and Humanities (PSSH)

As the exclusive sponsor of a Panel Business Meeting, you will:

Have your logo on the screen in the meeting room acknowledging you as the Sponsor of the Panel Business Meeting
Be acknowledged with your logo in the Assembly Program Book and on the website as the Sponsor of the  Panel Business Meeting
Be allowed to provide promotional materials to be displayed during the Panel Business Meeting (upon OC’s prior arrangement and approval) 
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 3.500€/per Panel Business Meeting 

COSPAR Panel Business Meeting (12 available)  

Education & Learning 



Congress M
aterial 

Sponsors will have the opportunity to display their name and logo on the Congress bags, which will be distributed to all delegates. Bags will be selected by the organizing 
committee.

Benefits:

Sponsor’s logo (one color) will be displayed on the congress bags along with the Congress logo
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 20.000€ 

Delegate Bags (Exclusive)  

Pocket Program  / At-a-glance (Exclusive) 
The pocket-sized program is a popular and handy at-a-glance reference for congress delegates and will be provided to all registered participants. It contains a program-at-a-
glance in a format that fits neatly into the delegate’s pockets and stays with them as a regular reference tool throughout the Congress.

Benefits:

Sponsor’s advertisement will be displayed on the pocket-sized program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 15.000€

Congress Material 



Congress M
aterial 

Opportunity to promote your logo on the congress pen and turn every full–conference attendee into a branding vehicle for your company. 

Benefits 

Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on the congress’ pen
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Sponsor’s logo on Sponsor’s Board on-site 

Cost: 7.500€ (for up to 2.500 in-person participants) 

Pens (Exclusive) 

Lanyards (Exclusive)  
Highly visible item worn by every attendee. Your company’s logo printed on the lanyards, providing exclusive presence. 

Benefits:

Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on the lanyards
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Sponsor’s logo on Sponsor’s Board on-site 

Cost: 9.000€ (for up to 2.500 in-person participants) 

Congress Material 



Congress M
aterial 

Sponsors will have the opportunity to display their name and logo on the Congress notepads, which will be distributed to all delegates. 
Benefits

Sponsor’s logo (two colors) will be displayed on the congress notepads along with the Congress logo
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 5.000€ 

Notepads
(Exclusive - Notepads will be selected by the Organizing Committee)

Delegate Bag Insert 
Benefits

Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 2.000€ (per insert - up to 4pages A4 leaflet; the sponsor is responsible for the production and shipping of the leaflets)

Congress Material 



The app transforms smartphones, tablets, and laptops into tools for active congress participation and makes it easy for participants to access meeting information to connect 
with speakers and colleagues. The app includes speaker info, interactive maps & floor plan, scientific program per day and hall, ability to prepare personalized agenda, sponsors 
info, attendee networking etc.

Benefits

Sponsor’s logo will be displayed upon entering  (on the menu page of the app)
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 20.000€

Onsite Mobile Application 
(Exclusive)

Mobile Charging Station (Exclusive) 
Associate your company with the provision of this much-appreciated service. Located in high-traffic areas in main venue (MAICC), each station is equipped with multiple power
strips for charging mobile devices and laptops. A great way to leave a lasting impression.

Benefits

Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on the battery charging station
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 15.000€

N
ew

 Technologies
Digital Transform

ation
New Technologies & Digital Transformation



O
ther Sponsorship 
O

pportunities 
Directional Signage (Exclusive)  

Speakers’ Ready Room and Lounge (Exclusive) 
All speakers and oral abstract presenters are required to report to the Speaker Ready Room to submit their slides prior to their presentation. The Speakers Ready Room will be 
equipped with computer stations. 

Benefits:

Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on screensavers at each workstation and the respective signage
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 20.000€

Guide attendees at the main venue by sponsoring directional signs onsite

Benefits

Sponsor’s logo will be displayed at all directional signage
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 25.000€

Other Sponsors’ Opportunities 



Volunteer T-Shirts (Exclusive)

Staff T-Shirts (Exclusive)
All staff will wear shirts for clear identification.

Benefits
Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on the staff t-shirts along with the COSPAR2022 Assembly logo
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 3.000€

All volunteers will wear shirts for clear identification.

Benefits
Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on the volunteer t-shirts along with the COSPAR2022 Assembly logo
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 3.000€

Media Workroom (Exclusive) 
The Media Workroom will be equipped with printers for media and press representatives.

Benefits
Sponsor’s logo will be displayed on a banner at the Media Workroom
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Industry Support section of the Final Program
Sponsor will be acknowledged in the Sponsors section of the official website
Have your logo displayed on the event sponsors' signage

Cost: 5.000€

Other Sponsors’ Opportunities 
O

ther Sponsorship 
O

pportunities 



Virtual Sponsorship &
 

Exhibition O
pportunities

Sign-In Screen Image with Logo

5.000€

Prominent display of your company
logo on the user login screen of the
platform along with the congress
artwork.
The general congress artwork will be
selected by the Organizing Committee
and the logo will be displayed at a
predetermined point on the footer of
the screen as indicatively shown in the
image

Virtual Sponsors’ & Exhibitors’ Opportunities



Portal Sponsor Image
870x155 pixels

Timeline Side Image
500x600 pixels

Advertisement via rotating banner at the 
top part of the virtual platform, with the 
option to redirect the user to a URL of 
the sponsor’s preference on click.

8.000€/per banner

Limited number of 
sponsor slots available

Timeline Side Image

Portal Sponsor Image

Advertisement of the
sponsor company with
customized portal image
(produced by the sponsor
company on the right side
of the timeline).

5.000€

Virtual Sponsors’ & Exhibitors’ Opportunities
Virtual Sponsorship &

 
Exhibition O

pportunities



Meeting Hub Side Image
Advertisement of the sponsor company 
with customised portal image (produced 
by the sponsor company) in the online 
networking area of the virtual platform.

5.000€

Virtual Sponsors’ & Exhibitors’ Opportunities
Virtual Sponsorship &

 
Exhibition O

pportunities



Virtual Exhibition || E-booth 

3.000€

Ability to upload company profile, pdf 
brochures & commercial videos. 

Ability for real time interaction with 
virtual delegates via video calls or live 
chat.

The e-files are produced by the sponsor 
and are provided to the secretariat 
according to specific deadlines and 

requested formats 

Virtual Sponsors’ & Exhibitors’ Opportunities
Virtual Sponsorship &

 
Exhibition O

pportunities



Platform Alert 

Informative alerts / reminders visible on the
platform screen to all the virtual participants (e.g.
as a motivation/reminder to visit your e-booth,
attend your sponsored session, etc)

1.500€ per alert  
Limited number of alerts available 

Session Intro Promo Slide 

7.000€

Limited number of sponsor slots available

Your 10’’ ppt slide advertisement 
here 

PowerPoint promotional slide produced by the sponsor
company and visible for 10 seconds prior to each day’s
program commencement of the main Congress Hall / material
to be approved by the Organizing Committee

Virtual Sponsors’ & Exhibitors’ Opportunities
Virtual Sponsorship &
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Exhibition Dates 
&

 Exhibition Area 

Monday 18 July 2022

Tuesday 19 July 2022

Wednesday 20 July 2022

Thursday 21 July 2022

Friday 22 July 2022

Exhibition Area
• At the heart of the Congress Center
• Both agoras and largest lecture rooms nearby to ensure an important flow of delegates
• Compact layout

Exhibition Dates (preliminary) 

Sponsors-Exhibitors
 Virtual Exhibition:

 ability to upload company profile, PDF brochures & commercial videos
 ability of sponsors/exhibitors for real time interaction with virtual delegates via video

calls or live chat

Networking
 Meeting Hub: a secure meeting space for event attendees. They can browse attendee

profiles, request to connect with colleagues, start up a conversation via text, video call or
messenger

A Hybrid Assembly, with clear emphasis on Physical Participation

Exhibition Dates & Exhibition Area 



Floor Plans 

No 01-10 6m2

No 11 24m2

No 12-25 6m2

No 26 24m2

No 27 6m2

No 28 24m2

No 29 48m2



Connection betw
een 

Exhibition &
 Poster Area

Connection between Exhibition & Poster Area



Exhibition  O
pportunities

Cost: 400,00€ per m2

Minimum space rental: 6m2

Exhibition Opportunities

Allocation of Exhibition Space 
Space allocation will be made on a first-come-first-serve basis. A formal request must be sent/emailed to ensure 
reservation of a desired location. Please indicate 2 different options for the booth space of your preference.

Exhibitors’ Technical Manual 
The exhibitors’ technical manual, outlining all technical aspects on exhibiting, will be available approximately 30 days prior 
to the Congress. It will include the following: - Technical details about the venue - Final exhibition details and information -
Contractor details - Services available to exhibitors and order forms - General information about the Congress. 

Exhibitors are responsible for the construction and furniture of their booth. The organizing secretariat bears no
responsibility for the construction of the neighboring booths.

Promotional Activities 
All partners and exhibitors will receive the highest recognition for their support of the Congress. Exhibitors will be listed on
the Congress website under “Industry” as soon as possible after signing the stand application.
The exhibition is an important addition to the scientific program and will be accessed through the main entrance used for 
accessing the plenaries and scientific session rooms.. All coffee and lunch breaks will take place within the exhibition and 
therefore the exhibition offers the perfect platform for you to contact the congress participants. Stations and e-Poster 
terminals where the participants can relax and obtain information about the posters.

The booth rental costs include space rental and basic electricity (500W)

Exhibitor Badges
Exhibitors are entitled to a certain number of free badges. The number of free badges for each exhibitor are
determined according to the floor space allocated.

Cost is for floorspace only (no structure or amenities)

Booth size Exhibitor Badges 

Stand size 6m2 2

Stand size 24m2 6

Stand size 48m2 8



Exhibition  O
pportunities

Exhibition Important Notes
COSPAR Athens 2022 recognizes that the legal and regulatory landscapes change constantly and that different companies may interpret regulations related to exhibiting at 
and supporting science meetings differently. When developing the support options for this congress, COSPAR Athens 2022 has reviewed and taken into consideration the 
applicable laws and regulatory guidance from international, regional and national (country of the congress) organizations but recognizes that certain offerings may not be 
interpreted uniformly. Therefore, some items included in this prospectus that may not be deemed sufficient  by all companies.

If you have an idea for a service, sponsorship or promotional option not included in this manual, please contact the COSPAR Professional Congress Organizer. We are always
happy to discuss opportunities that are in accordance with applicable regulatory and accreditation requirements and provide benefits to our industry partners and COSPAR.
All supporters of individual sponsorship opportunities will be acknowledged in the list of COSPAR 2022 Congress website.
Unless otherwise indicated, all amounts specified in this document are in Euros (€) and exclusive of federal or local taxes that may apply.

How to book
Sponsorship items and exhibit space must be booked in writing at info@cosparathens2022.org

Exhibition representatives
Booths must be staffed at all times during the exhibition hours. Each exhibiting company will receive 2 complimentary badges per 6m2. More badges can be purchased by the
company upon request. Should COVID-19 limitations apply, all companies will be informed accordingly and in due time.

Terms of payment
 50% upon confirmation
 50% by 15 April 2022

Should the potential exhibitor/sponsor fail to comply with the above Terms of Payment, the Congress Secretariat will be entitled to cancel the reservation while cancellation
will be subject to cancellation fees as determined below.

Exhibition Opportunities

mailto:info@cosparathens2022.org


Exhibition  O
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COSPAR Payment conditions
All payments must be made in Euro  and only through bank transfer. Please make drafts payable to:

Bank Name: ALPHA BANK
Bank Address: 14 Eleftheriou Venizelou Str., 10671 Athens - GREECE
Bank Code: 103
ACCOUNT Number: 124-00-2320-001374
IBAN: GR1501401240124002320001374
SWIFT (BIC) : CRBAGRAAXXX
Beneficiary name: Afea Travel and Tourism

Please ensure that the Congress’ title and the name of the sponsor is stated on the bank transfer. Applicable bank charges are the responsibility of the payer.

Cancellation / Modification policy
Cancellations / modifications must be made in writing to info@cosparathens2022.org

• 50% cancellation fees apply up to 15 April 2022 (inclusive)
• For cancellations made after 15 April 2022, no refunds will be made
• If no full payment is received by 15 April 2022, the reservation will be considered cancelled and any deposits are non-refundable 

COVID-19: Important note
All sponsorship options included in this brochure have been designed with the consideration that safety protocols and rules imposed against physical participation due to 
COVID-19 will not apply for 2022 events. We are taking all precautions for a relaxed physical participation, facilitating low densities of sitting attendees and exhibits. In case 
current protocols & rules are prolonged into 2022 and affect the in-person Assembly, the sponsorship options will be re-designed accordingly and relevant information will 
be disclosed to our partners in due time.

Exhibition Opportunities

mailto:info@cosparathens2022.org


Company Contact Details 

Company:

Contact person :

Postal Code:

Country: 

Email:  

Vat no: 

City:

Telephone: 

Position:  

Address: 

To reserve a sponsoring 
option, please check the 
box of the option(s) of your 
choice. For reservation of 
advertising space, please 
also indicate the position of 
your first choice. After 
receipt of the completed 
sponsorship booking form, 
we will send you a 
confirmation of the 
availability of the 
sponsoring option(s). 
All prices do not include 
VAT 24% (when applicable) 

COSPAR 2022 
LOC/Assembly On-site Secretariat and Professional Congress Organizer

39-41 Lykavittou street, 10672 Athens
Τel:+30 2103668800 / Fax: +30 2103643511
Congress e-mail: info@cosparathens2022.org
url: https://www.cosparathens2022.org/

All photo samples/print
screens included in this
brochure are indicative

Social Events 
Opening Reception (exclusive) 50.000€
COSPAR Evening for all (exclusive) 80.000€
Coffee Break 10.000€
COSPAR Council and Bureau Dinner (exclusive - closed event) 20.000€
Education & Learning 
Public Lecture (exclusive) 40.000€
Poster Session 10.000€
COSPAR Commission Business Meeting 5.000€
COSPAR Panel Business Meeting 3.500€
Congress Material 
Delegate Bags (Exclusive) 20.000€
Pocket Program / At-a-glance (exclusive) 15.000€
Pens (exclusive) 7.500€
Lanyards (exclusive) 9.000€
Notepads (exclusive) 5.000€
Delegate Bag Insert 2.000€
New Technologies & Digital Transformation
Onsite Mobile Application (exclusive) 20.000€
Mobile Charging Station (exclusive) 15.000€
Directional Signage (exclusive) 25.000€
Speakers’ Ready Room and Lounge (exclusive) 20.000€
Other Sponsors’ Opportunities 
Volunteer T-Shirts (exclusive) 3.000€
Staff T-Shirts (exclusive) 3.000€
Media Workroom 5.000€
Virtual Sponsors’ & Exhibitors' Opportunities
Sign-in Screen Image with Logo 5.000€
Portal Sponsor Image 8.000€
Timeline Side Image (exclusive) 5.000€
Meeting Hub Side Image (exclusive) 5.000€
Virtual Exhibition || E-booth 3.000€
Platform Alert 1.500€
Session Intro Promo Slide 7.000€
Exhibition
Exhibition Booth (400,00€ per m2) No: ___ ,___

TOTAL COST OF SPONSORSHIP IN EURO …………..€

Sponsorship Form
-- Click on each item to check further details! --

mailto:info@cosparathens2022.org
https://www.cosparathens2022.org/
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